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Building For pEoplE And
thE EnVironmEnt
thE nEEd For FirE-sAFE rEnoVAtion

Standards of living have improved dramatically for Europeans since our grandparents
needed a school, an office, a factory or a hospital. We want buildings that make
life comfortable, that protect us from the elements, and that provide good levels of
security. Increasingly, Europeans also expect their buildings to be sustainable and
less expensive to run, using less energy and resources and cutting greenhouse gas
emissions. We want all these issues to be taken into account when buildings are
renovated.
But whilst comfort, security and environmental awareness have all been given
their rightful position high up the list of priorities for the EU, too often we give
an alarming low level of attention to one of the oldest and most menacing threats to
any building: FIRE.

why the Eu must Act now to
improve Fire safety standards
for its citizens
Poor fire safety is a problem for the whole EU.
Some statistics show that every year, around 70,0001
people end up in hospital in Europe because of
injuries caused by fire and smoke, while fire damage
eats up 1% of Europe’s GDP2. Yet no up-to-date
regulations exist to guarantee that the best and
most appropriate fire safety standards are included
in building renovation programmes.
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At the same time, the EU’s Directives on Energy
Efficiency and on the Energy Performance of
Buildings demand that all EU countries put in place
long-term thermal renovation programmes. The
implementation of these new laws will deliver huge
greenhouse gas reductions and create millions
of new jobs. They also offer an unprecedented
opportunity to improve the fire safety of the built
environment, but only if fire safety rules are
drastically improved across the entire EU.
A decision not to act today, is a decision to continue
putting lives at risk.

www.firesafeeurope.eu

A human challenge,
a European solution
At present most European countries have not
adequately updated their regulations and standards
to keep up with the rapid innovation of construction
materials coming onto the market. If this situation
does not change, the upcoming period of renovation
will be a huge missed opportunity to improve fire
safety and could even make things worse.
As with energy efficiency, there is a crucial role for
the EU to play in this debate. Whilst buildings do
not travel across borders, the students who study
in them, the tourists who sleep in them and the
workers who build them, certainly do. Having
regulated to ensure that buildings are renovated
to a high energy efficiency standard, it would seem
that the EU has not only the right but the duty to
act to ensure that appropriate fire safety rules and
standards are applied to these renovations.
We need EU-wide rules and standards to protect
European citizens.

Frieder Kircher,
Senior Officer Berlin Fire Brigade

cAsE in point: using thE right product
For thE right JoB
Different construction materials react differently to fire, so it is crucial to pick the right
product or system for any given application. The structural fire load of a building, as
distinct from its contents, could increase by around 13%3, depending on the choice
and volume of insulation installed to boost heat savings. This critical factor is often not
understood or properly taken into account by building owners beginning renovation.
Unless the inherent fire risk of the building structure is understood it is not possible
to design fire safe buildings.
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cAsE study: whEn rEnoVAtion goEs wrong
It is too late to think about fire safety when disaster hits. But all too often, it is only
when fire strikes that we understand the importance of fire-safe renovation.
An investigation showed that combustible insulation
material being used to renovate the building had rapidly
spread the fire. Once on fire, this type of insulation
material can create sheets of flames and heavy smoke
and is likely to leak burning droplets: this was the case
in this fire where burning droplets fell onto stacks of
combustible material stored below on the site.
Commenting on the 2012 disaster, one senior fire
service official said that the approach to renovation
revealed by the events of 29 May 2012 was not
a problem limited to Frankfurt or even to Germany, but
a problem threatening safety across the entire EU.
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In Germany in 2012, a six story building undergoing
renovation became an inferno in minutes, because
of the inappropriate use of materials to renovate
a block of student housing. One afternoon in May,
a “small fire” was reported to the emergency
services in Frankfurt. Fire fighters arrived expecting
to deal with minor blaze on a building site being
used to renovate the building. By the time they
arrived, just a few minutes after the emergency
call, the whole façade of the building was covered
with flames and the air was black with smoke.
80 firemen were needed to keep the fire under
control and, eventually, to put it out.

cAsE in point: rEnoVAtion And FirE sAFEty
Unlike during the construction of a new building, people often continue to live and work in
buildings undergoing renovation: the building in effect becomes a building site. The structure
is at its most vulnerable, as all basic structures and materials are exposed. Protective
panels and doors are removed, temporary and often flimsy protection is put in place, wires
and other electrics are unprotected. All of this increases the amount of materials at risk of
catching fire, at the same time as making it easier for flames and toxic smoke to spread.
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Asking EuropE
to protEct its citizEns
Fire Safe Europe is calling for a new EU Fire Safety in Buildings Strategy to
be launched without delay.
As renovation programmes multiply across all member states, harmonized
EU-wide rules are needed to ensure that construction products and
practices consistently meet higher, appropriate and more rigorously
enforced fire safety standards.
The strategy’s development should be led by the European Commission and
based on an analysis of fire safety data collected from all across Europe.
A model for action already exists in the form of the EU’s Road Safety Strategy.
This is a European Commission initiative, which aims to cut EU road deaths and
accidents by 50 percent by 2020, compared with 2003 levels. By 2010 a 33 percent
reduction had already been achieved. Fire safety deserves the same priority attention
from EU policy makers today.

It must ensure that:
1. Appropriate performance standards are developed for composite materials
and building systems and existing standards are reviewed where necessary.
The European Commission should lead the development of these standards, mandating
their revision by CEN, the European Committee for Standardisation.

2. Tighter controls on the installation and use of combustible products are put in
place across the EU and rules on the use of these materials in EU buildings are
reviewed and tightened.
3. Working practices during construction are reviewed and tightened to protect
onsite workers and step up safety measures for occupants of any building being
renovated.
4. All future energy efficiency and sustainable construction policies explicitly take
account of the need for fire safety planning in their texts.

We also urgently need to gather, analyse and share data and lessons from
across the EU, to improve our understanding of fire safety trends during
renovation. National authorities, industry, builders and fire fighters all
possess knowledge and experience which, if shared and acted on, can help
to spread best practices in this field and save lives.

If we take the right steps now, Europe’s renovation revolution can help us to
protect the environment, the economy, ourselves and our future generations.
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